
 

 

2021 New Year Update 
 

As we leave behind a unique 2020 thoughts turn to 2021 and the challenges and 
opportunities this New Year will bring. 
 
For readers on this page, and our various other websites, we hope that with progress with 
COVID vaccines the New Year opens up new hope and horizons that life will start to return 
to a NEW NORMAL. With continuing care to observe guidelines and to act responsibly 
hopefully as the days lengthen and the spring arrives the new normal will start to break 
through. 
 
However at a business level 2020 revealed an additional issue and sadly this has meant 
that the varying work and websites that we have had the privilege to be associate with 
have to cease operations and close over the very immediate months of 2021. This closure 
will mean that sadly some of the services that are presently offered will simply terminate as 
SCSupport Ltd is closed but where these services can be adopted or transferred to other 
providers this will be the favoured way forward. On many of the web pages there will 
already be statements as to how this will be done but it is known that not all aspects of 
client websites, portal walking websites, support for walking individual and groups etc. 
have been addressed and should this be the case any additional transfers that can be 
arranged, will still maintaining the spirit of the original service, would be welcomed.  
 
It has been a privilege and pleasure to be the director of SCSupport and to have contact 
with so many clients, customers and collaborators, but sudden poor health has 
necessitated this decision. We hope that 2021 will be a much more positive year for all and 
that the New Normal will see the return of all that was best and forward thinking prior to the 
lockdown year. 
 


